Merediths Big Of Bible Lists
When somebody should go to the books stores,
search introduction by shop, shelf by shelf, it is
in point of fact problematic. This is why we
provide the books compilations in this website. It
will completely ease you to look guide Merediths
Big Of Bible Lists as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of
guide you in point of fact want, you can discover
them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or perhaps
in your method can be all best place within net
connections. If you aspiration to download and
install the Merediths Big Of Bible Lists, it is
definitely simple then, past currently we extend
the partner to purchase and create bargains to
download and install Merediths Big Of Bible Lists
as a result simple!

British Books in Print
1985
British Paperbacks in
Print 1985
Whitaker's Cumulative
Book List 1985
The Cumulative Book
Index 1980 A world list
of books in the English
language.
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Women! Be Silent No More
D. Min. Markland 2009-04
This book presents the
case for a women's role
in the ministry. It
validates their right to
participate fully in any
area of Kingdom work. It
shows that women are
eligible to serve in any
office of the church,
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including any one of the
five-fold ministries
(apostle, prophet,
evangelist, pastor, and
teacher). Were there
women apostles,
prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers in
the New Testament
Church? Yes. This book
puts in perspective
certain doctrines (the
silent doctrine and
headship-submission
doctrines), which have
been used to deny women
their covenant rights to
participate in the
pulpit ministry as
pastors and teachers.
The Bible says, "There
is neither Jew nor
Greek, there is neither
bond nor free, there is
neither male nor female;
for ye are all one in
Christ Jesus" (Galatians
3:28). These words, by
the Apostle Paul, are
the greatest validation
for women's inclusion in
the ministry. Dr. Delroy
E. Markland, a native of
Jamaica, has been in the
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ministry for over 36
years as a Spirit-filled
evangelist, pastor, and
Bible teacher. He is a
graduate of Bethel Bible
College (1975), Zion
Bible Institute (1978),
and at Southwestern
Assembly of God College,
he graduated Summa Cum
Laude with a B.S. degree
in 1979. He attended
Oral Roberts University
Graduate School of
Theology and Seminary in
1980-1981. There he
became a graduate
assistant, teaching Old
and New Testament Survey
courses with Drs.
Schatzman and Horner. He
furthered his education
at Christian Life School
of Theology in Columbus,
Georgia, where he
graduated with a MTh
(2004), MDiv (2006), and
DMin (2007). He is
listed in Who's Who in
American Colleges and
Universities (1979) and
has radio and television
experience. He currently
pastors two churches.
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This book is a
compilation of four
years of in-depth study
on the subject of women
in ministry.
That's in the Bible?
Wick Allison 2009-10-21
This engaging, easy-touse, and fun guide to
learning more about the
Bible features hundreds
of questions and
detailed, frequently
surprising answers
organized in the form of
the Good Book itself. It
is filled with cultural,
historical, literary,
and theological facts
that will surprise and
inform readers of every
denomination.
Unseen Meredith Jade
2017-09-29 Growing up
gay in the Bible Belt is
hard- especially when
feelings are so
suppressed by fear and
adherence to "normal."
It took years for
Meredith to recognize
her identity and realize
that her heart's desires
were not wretched. Like
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many children raised in
fundamentalist
communities, Meredith
heard gay-bashing from
the pulpit, underlined
scathing Bible passages
in red ink, and quelled
any same-sex attraction
as something unholy.
Unseen is just one
account, one story, one
voice, amongst thousands
of others who may feel
silenced by a faith
community unwilling to
acknowledge this love as
valid and pure.
Throughout the book,
Meredith attempts to
unravel the many
mysteries of her faith,
navigate the hurtful
backlash of rejection,
and rest in the perfect
peace of God's
unconditional love.
Though Unseen follows a
brutal process, coming
out in the South and
living authentically is
a necessary step in
advocating for Christ's
radical embrace. And so,
let us hold fast,
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believe in God, maker of
heaven and earth, of all
that is seen and unseenlest we be flung further
away from a life lived
in true abundance. These
pages are for those
feeling lost in the
Bible Belt, for those
who want to herald
Christianity and still
be authentic, and for
parents who are
searching for answers.
Two Becoming One
Leader's Guide Don
Meredith 1999-10-01
Unlock time-tested
secrets for building
strong marriages with
practical pointers on
resolving conflict,
developing intimacy, and
much more. Couples will
learn to strengthen,
repair, or prepare for
marriage that will last
a lifetime.
Meredith's Complete Book
of Bible Lists Joel L.
Meredith 2009
Stimulating,
informative, and often
surprising facts about
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the Bible for students
and families; 375 lists
in 39 categories. Over
350,000 sold!
Kingdom Prologue
Meredith G. Kline
2006-02-01 As intimated
by the subtitle,
'Genesis Foundations for
a Covenantal Worldview',
the immediate literary
focus of this study is
the book of Genesis and
its account of the
formative ages in the
eschatological movement
of the kingdom of God
from creation to
consummation. As also
indicated by the
subtitle, our biblicaltheological commentary
on Genesis is designed
to uncover the
foundations of God's
covenantally
administered kingdom
with its major
historical developments
and its institutional
structures and
functions. In this way
'Kingdom Prologue' seeks
to provide an
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introductory sketch of
the overall shape of the
biblical worldview and
the character of
biblical religion.
Finding List of English
Prose Fiction in the
Chicago Public Library
1911
The Bible in Australia
Meredith Lake 2021-02-13
'STUNNING, REFRESHING
AND ORIGINAL.' -- JULIA
BAIRDKoby Abberton
emerges like a shark on
to the sand at Maroubra
Beach. Tattooed from
shoulder to shoulder,
his body bares letters
like teeth: 'My brothers
keeper'.In this
surprising and
revelatory history of
the Bible in Australia,
Meredith Lake gets under
the skin of a text
that's been read,
wrestled with, preached
and tattooed, and
believed to be
everything from a
resented imposition to
the very Word of God.
The Bible in Australia
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explores how in the
hands of Bible-bashers,
immigrants, suffragists,
evangelists, unionists,
writers, artists and
Indigenous Australians,
the Bible has played a
contested but defining
role in this country.
The Color of Life Cara
Meredith 2019-02-05 In
this spiritual memoir, a
white woman in an
interracial marriage and
mixed-race family paints
a beautiful path from
white privilege toward
racial healing, from
ignorance toward seeing
the image of God in
everyone she meets.
Author and speaker Cara
Meredith grew up in a
colorless world. From
childhood, she didn't
think issues of race had
anything to do with her,
and she was ignorant of
many of the racial
realities (including
individual and systemic
racism) in America
today. A colorblind
rhetoric had been
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stamped across her
education, world view,
and Christian theology.
Then as an adult, Cara's
life took on new,
colorful hues. She
realized that white
people in her
generation, seeking to
move beyond ancestral
racism, had swung so far
in believing a
colorblind rhetoric that
they tried to act as if
they didn't see race at
all. When Cara met and
fell in love with the
son of black icon, James
Meredith, the power of
love helped her see
color. She began to
notice the shades of
life already present in
the world around her,
while also learning to
listen in new ways to
black voices of the
past. After she married
and their little family
grew to include two
mixed-race sons, Cara
knew she would never see
the world through a
colorless lens again.
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Cara Meredith's journey
will serve as an
invitation into
conversations of
justice, race, and
privilege, asking key
questions, such as: What
does it mean to navigate
ongoing and desperately
needed conversations of
race and justice? What
does it mean for white
people to listen and
learn from the realities
our black and brown
brothers and sisters
face every day? What
does it mean to teach
the next generation a
theology of justice,
reconciliation, and
love? What does it mean
to dig into the stories
of our past, both
historically and
theologically, to see
the imago Dei in
everyone? Plus, Cara
offers an extensive
Notes and Recommended
Reading section at the
end of the book, so you
can continue learning,
listening, and engaging
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in this important
conversation.
The Big Book of Bible
Difficulties Norman L.
Geisler 2008-06-01 This
comprehensive volume
offers readers clear and
concise answers to every
major Bible difficulty
from Genesis to
Revelation, staunchly
defending the authority
and inspiration of
Scripture. Written in a
problem/solution format,
the book covers over 800
questions that critics
and doubters raise about
the Bible. Three
extensive indices-topical, Scripture, and
unorthodox doctrines-offer quick and easy
access to specific areas
of interest.
Multipurpose in scope
and user-friendly in
format, The Big Book of
Bible Difficulties
offers the resources of
five books in one: • a
critical commentary on
the whole Bible • an
apologetics text • a
merediths-big-of-bible-lists

Bible difficulties
reference • a theology
manual treating
important doctrines • a
handbook on verses
misused by cults
Treaty of the Great King
Meredith G. Kline
2012-01-16 In Treaty of
the Great King, Kline
gives a detailed
analysis and strong
evidence for supporting
the interpretation of
Deuteronomy as being a
legal document between
Israel and YHWH that was
patterned after ancient
Near Eastern treaties,
with Moses as its
primary compiler. These
studies were
foundational in Kline's
career as a covenant
theologian.
Contemporary Authors Hal
May 1986-02 Your
students and users will
find biographical
information on
approximately 300 modern
writers in this volume
of Contemporary
Authors(R). Authors in
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this volume include:
Quentin Crisp Marcel
Duchamp Monty Python
Whatsoever Means
Anything Joel L.
Meredith 2000-10-25
Should miracles all be
taken with a grain of
salt or be accepted
without a trace of
doubt? What if Jesus was
taken literally when He
said, “You haven’t asked
Me for anything yet. Ask
for whatsoever you want,
and I will do it for you
so that the Father may
be glorified in the
Son.” And what if Jesus
responded instantly to
such requests? And what
if Jesus started
answering questions
plainly, and it became
next to impossible to
not recognize a
Christian? Hasn’t a
story got room for more
than one miracle? If you
answered to that was no,
then this book is not
for you; however, if
your answer was yes,
then this is the book
merediths-big-of-bible-lists

for you. The story is
crowded with people like
yourself, except for the
awesome adventure in
which they find
themselves. Here’s a
sampling from a couple
of chapters. Irving
Samuels pulled his coat
collar tighter about his
neck and ducked his head
into the wind as he
pressed on toward home.
“I wish that I didn’t
have to face Maria
tonight,” he thought.
“Why does she have to
nag me all of time,
anyway? She wasn’t that
way before we got
married. Sometimes I
wish that I had stayed
single.” Irving patted
his breast pocket to
verify to himself the
presence of his
paycheck. He fervently
hoped that it would go
further than it usually
did. It might be a long
time before he would get
another paycheck,
because he had just been
laid off along with five
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hundred of his fellow
employees. “They could
have given us more
warning,” he thought.
“On the other hand, what
would I have done if
they had given me two
weeks notice? So many
people are out of work
that there aren’t any
jobs open anyway,
especially in my field.
Oh well, in a couple of
weeks, I can draw
unemployment.” Irving
sighed deeply. Lately
things hadn’t been going
at all well for him.
Suddenly he stopped and
spun around, “You
dummy!” he admonished
himself. “You walked
right past the bank.” He
quickly retraced his
steps past three stores
and entered the front
door of the American
National Bank. He was
pleased to find that
there were only two
people in line at the
teller’s window. A few
minutes later, his check
was cashed, and he was
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pocketing the money.
Somehow his week’s pay
of $480 didn’t seem to
measure up to his usual
high regard for his
paycheck. “A good stiff
drink or two might help
me feel better,” he
decided. “Ha! It might
even help me to face
Maria!” A few steps more
brought him to Mickey’s
Tavern. Irving walked
inside, blinked his eyes
to adjust to the gloom,
and yelled at the
bartender, “Hey, Mick!
Give me a bourbon!
Better yet, make it a
double.” “Hey yourself,
Irving! What’re you
doing in here so early?”
“Got laid off!” answered
Irving. “Boy, nothing’s
going right lately.”
Just then, the newscast
on the radio behind the
bar caught Irving’s
attention. “The Dow
Jones Industrial
Averages plunged another
522 points today to
establish a 15 Year low.
Brokers attribute much
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of this drop to . . .”
“Oh no!” groaned Irving.
“First my job, and now
this!” “It can’t be that
bad,” said Mickey as he
put the bourbon down in
front of Irving. Irving
tossed the drink down
neat and grimaced before
answering , “My stock
hasn’t done anything but
go down since I bought
it. On top of that, it
follows the Dow like it
was glued to it. I
bought right at the
peak, and if that isn’t
bad enough, I bought 500
shares on margin. I kept
waiting for it to go up,
and now I’ve waited too
long. Now I will have to
put up some more cash.
With my job gone, I just
can’t afford it. Give me
another double.” Irving
gulped down the second
drink, threw a couple of
bills on the bar, and
walked out. “What a
stupid mes
The Publishers' Trade
List Annual 1893
Meredith's Book of Bible
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Lists Joel L. Meredith
1980 A compelling book
filled with stimulating,
informative, and often
surprising facts about
the Bible.
A Saint a Day Meredith
Hinds 2021-11-23 Teach
your child to walk in
faith, act justly, and
lead with kindness and
humility with this 365day devotional for kids.
A Saint a Day includes
fascinating historical
stories as it introduces
young readers to over
300 saints who did
extraordinary things for
God. Mother Teresa left
her family at age 18 to
become a missionary. St.
Patrick helped spread
Christianity to Ireland.
St. Jerome translated
the Bible into Latin-and also had a pet lion!
Written for ages 8 to
12, A Saint a Day
inspires young readers
with remarkable stories
of people who made
extraordinary choices to
love and serve God.
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Featuring popular saints
such as Teresa of Ávila,
Francis of Assisi, Juan
Diego, and Thomas
Aquinas, each of the 365
devotions includes: A
Scripture verse and
prayer A short summary
or inspiring story of a
saint A notable fact
Artwork with a fresh,
kid-friendly design This
daily devotional for
kids is: An ideal gift
for First Communion,
Confirmation, or Advent
A unique book for
strengthening a child's
faith A great way to
share Catholic Church
history with kids A
Saint a Day will help
your child realize the
long history of people
of faith. As you journey
through this yearlong
devotional, your
children will grow in
their understanding of
Church history and
better understand how
they can love and serve
God.
Supplement and Finding
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List of Recent Additions
to the Lending
Department, 1888-1893
Borough of Portsmouth
Free Public Libraries.
Central Library 1894
Books in Print
Supplement 2002
The Gay Preacher's Wife
Lydia Meredith
2016-10-04 The deeply
personal memoir of Lydia
Meredith, a woman who
spent almost thirty
years married to a
preacher—only to have
her husband leave her
for a man—and how her
life becomes a testimony
of tolerance and a
theology of love and
acceptance. After being
married to Reverend
Dennis A. Meredith for
almost thirty years,
Lydia Meredith discovers
a shocking truth: the
love of her life left
her for a man. Now,
Lydia opens up for the
first time about how
that revelation
shattered her world—and
strengthened her faith.
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With her life turned
upside down, Lydia
struggled to put the
pieces of her broken
heart back together and
that led her to pursue
understanding through an
accredited theological
education. She wanted a
way to put her family
back together and she
found Jesus’ ministry
and teachings were
“actually” about
teaching tolerance and
love for people who are
labeled different.
Candid, honest, and
incredibly touching,
Lydia Meredith shows
that faith and
perseverance can get you
through any challenge
life throws your way.
The British National
Bibliography Arthur
James Wells 2009
National Union Catalog
1982 Includes entries
for maps and atlases.
Glimpse of Glory Ron
Meacock 2022-08-31 The
Biblical book of
Revelation is a rich
merediths-big-of-bible-lists

treasure trove for those
who explore it.
Revelation is equally
exciting for the novice
as for the expert of
many years. It is a pool
for a paddling baby or a
swimming elephant. There
is enough here for
everyone. “A Glimpse of
Glory” seeks to bring
the exciting Biblical
text of Revelation alive
today. It encourages and
supports Christians and
non-Christians alike. It
sets out to shed light
on this ancient Biblical
manuscript’s meaning
from almost 2,000 years
ago.
My Big Book of Catholic
Bible Stories
Willmington's Book of
Bible Lists H. L.
Willmington 1987 The
Book of Bible Lists
features over 350
interesting lists of
scriptural facts, with
more than 6,000
fascinating items.
Arranged in alphabetical
order, each list is
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carefully crossreferenced, referring
the reader to other
related lists. Features
include an easy-to-use,
two-column list format.
The Almanac of the
Christian World 1991
Your Days Are Numbered
Michael A. Price
2011-04-13 It is hopeful
that this present work
should be a blessing to
those who read it. When
the writer of this book
started taking notes and
studying the various
numbers in scripture, it
was his initial desire
to know and to
understand the God of
the Bible in a deeper
way. This work has been
in the making for twenty
plus years. Yet, there
still remains an
insurmountable amount of
evidence which suggests
that God’s ways are past
finding out by the human
mind and intellect. God
is Spirit, and He must
be contacted by the
spirit of man for a
merediths-big-of-bible-lists

fuller revelation of His
awesome glory and
majesty. The subject of
numbers in scripture has
proven to be a
fascinating endeavor,
but at the same time
never ending because of
the continuous
revelation of always
discovering new meanings
and new numbers to
contemplate by the
spirit. Illustrations
are continually being
discovered. It would be
irreverent to suppose
that this work could be
complete; for it would
assume that the wonders
of the Creator, as
manifested through
numbers in scripture,
could be all discovered!
May this modest work be
to the praise and glory
of the One and Only True
God.
The Bible Study Resource
Guide Joseph D. Allison
1984-11
Disinformation Book of
Lists Russ Kick
2004-06-01 Can you name
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five military leaders
who were transgendered?
Twelve cases of
involuntary human
experimentation by the
U.S. government? How
about the four porn
novels written by famous
authors, 11 books left
out of the Bible and
over 50 side effects of
NutraSweet that have
been reported to the
FDA? In 1977, David
Wallechinsky, Irving
Wallace and Amy Wallace
published The Book of
Lists, causing an
immediate sensation. Not
only did it lead to
three direct sequels (in
1980, 1983 and 1993), it
also created a new
genre. Soon, shelves
were lined with The
First Original
Unexpurgated Authentic
Canadian Book of Lists
(1978), The Book of
Sports Lists (1979) and
Meredith’s Book of Bible
Lists (1980), among many
others. Using this
popular, enduring
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format, Russ Kick’s
Disinformation Book of
Lists delves into the
murkier aspects of
politics, current
events, business,
history, science, art
and literature, sex,
drugs, death and more.
Despite such unusual
subject matter, this
book presents hard,
substantiated facts with
full references. Among
the lists presented:
Innocent People Freed
from Prison Members of
the Skull & Bones Secret
Society at Yale Drugs
Pulled Off the Market
After They Killed Too
Many People Legal
Substances that Will Get
You High Scenes that
Were Cut from Movies
Raunchy Songs that Were
Never Released Military
Officers, Government
Officials, Astronauts,
and Airline Personnel
Who Say UFOs Are Real
Words and Phrases No
Longer Allowed in
Textbooks
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The Structure of
Biblical Authority
Meredith G. Kline
1997-11-05
The Oxford Magazine 1914
Sahm I Am Meredith Efken
2005 Told entirely in emails, this hilarious
novel details the
relationship between
five Christian stay-athome moms--Dulcie,
Zelia, Jocelyn, Brenna,
and Phyllis--and their
angst against the
"Martha Stewart Reborn"
moderator, Rosalyn, who
has issues of her own.
Original.
More Than Enough Joel L.
Meredith 2001-01-18 THE
DATE: January 26, 1955.
It was my twentieth
birthday. THE PLACE: A
train on its way from
Salt Lake City, Utah to
Sacramento, California.
I sat looking out a
train window at the
scenery speeding by. MY
THOUGHTS: A jumble of
emotions. I was on my
way overseas to Korea to
serve a tour of duty
merediths-big-of-bible-lists

with the United States
Air Force. But first I
would stop at McClellan
Air Force Base (AFB)
near Sacramento for
overseas processing. I
was bitter about my
overseas assignment, but
I was glad that the
Korean armistice had
finally been signed. At
least nobody would be
shooting at me, and I
wouldn't have to kill
someone else in the name
of war. Just a couple of
weeks earlier, my girl
friend had rejected my
proposal of marriage. I
had asked and asked God
to give that girl to me
for my wife. God had
said no, and I was mad
at Him. MORE TRAVEL: By
train to Travis AFB,
California and an
overnight stay; by plane
to Hickam AFB, Hawaii
for a short two hour
stopover; and by plane
to Tokyo, Japan for
three days. THE STORY
BEGINS. The stopover in
Tokyo, Japan for three
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days was for special
orientation (no pun
intended). In that short
time, I Sampled Tokyo's
night life, had sex with
a Japanese girl in a
back alley, and spent
the night in a hotel
room with a young
Japanese prostitute. It
wasnt my usual style,
but then I was mad at
God. I decided to hurt
Him the only way I knew
how: SIN, SIN, SIN. Soon
I was in Korea starting
my twelve month tour of
duty. Being in Korea was
not my idea of fun, but
there were certain
diversions to take my
mind off my misery. I
drank a bit, partied a
bit, and enjoyed the
services of several
Korean prostitutes a
lot. Finally, I got
tired of partying and
settled for shacking up
with a Korean girl named
Peggy. We rented a room
in a village not far
from the Air Force
compound where I was
merediths-big-of-bible-lists

stationed. This village
hideaway gave me some
respite from being on
call 24 hours a day. In
spite of all this, I
continued my lifelong
habit of praying every
night before going to
sleep. Then there came a
time that my nightly
prayers stopped: I
couldn't continue to ask
God to forgive me for
fornication when I had
no real intention of
stopping, let alone
marrying Peggy. Immersed
in guilt, I started
seriously considering
suicide. My dislike for
service life and the
poor living conditions
in Korea helped to
deepen my depression. It
seemed as though others
also had similar wishes
for me when one of my
fellow airmen said to me
in an angry tone,
"Meredith, if I were you
I'd kill myself!" And
then a few days later,
Peggy, in reference to
some situation, said,
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"If I was in a fix like
that, I'd kill myself!"
One morning, after
spending the night in
the village with Peggy,
the two of us were
walking in the rain
along the bank of a
small river which was
swollen and quite swift
due to the heavy
seasonal rains.
Normally, it would have
been a simple matter to
cross the river further
upstream near the
village where Peggy
lived, but the water
there was now about
chest deep. We were
therefore walking
downstream to a bridge
that crossed the river.
At that point, the
highway to Seoul also
crossed the river. Peggy
was going to catch a bus
to Seoul, and I was
headed back to the Air
Force compound. As we
rounded a bend in the
river, a commotion in
the river caught our
attention. It was an
merediths-big-of-bible-lists

elderly Korean farmer
being swept downstream
by the raging current.
He was on his back and
unable to right himself
because of a heavy
wooden plow strapped to
his back! I quickly
emptied my pockets,
kicked off my rubber
Korean shoes, and jumped
into the water. (My Boy
Scout training was about
to pay off!) I quickly
reached the old man,
pulled him loose from
the plow, and got him
safely to shore. Then I
rescued his plow. The
old man was cut and
bleeding from the
pounding he’d taken from
being swept against the
large boulders in the
river, but his wounds
did not appear serious
enough for emergency
first ai
Meredith's Big Book of
Bible Lists Joel L.
Meredith 2004-10 Here's
proof that the Bible is
definitely not dull! A
totally unique
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collection of two
bestselling collections
of fascinating Bible
facts, Meredith's Big
Book of Bible Lists is
stuffed from cover to
cover with thoughtprovoking information
not found anywhere else.
Beyond giving obvious
lists - the Ten
Commandments, the
Beatitudes, and the Four
Horsemen of the
Apocalypse, for example
- Meredith's Big Book of
Bible Lists stretches
out into refreshingly
unfamiliar territory.
Nearly forty main
categories contain
hundreds of lists, from
"fifty ways to please
God" to "the six
hairiest men in the
Bible," and from
"seventeen hugs and
kisses" to "murder
weapons and devices."
Surprising and
informative, this easyto-read, entertaining
book is hard to put
down. Readers will find
merediths-big-of-bible-lists

it a ready and
intriguing source for
entertainment, browsing,
reference work, topical
studies, research, and
more.
Find It in the Bible Bob
Phillips 2010-06-15 How
many people know the
thirty-one things God
hates, the twenty things
missing in heaven, or
the twenty-two
prophecies fulfilled by
Jesus? Merely to mention
such lists piques
interest, because almost
everyone finds list
irresistible. Bob
Phillip's book plays to
that natural curiosity,
giving readers the
longest and the
shortest, the most and
the least, and the
greatest and the
smallest from the pages
of the Bible. The lists
range widely from
theology and characters
to wisdom and humor,
including such subjects
as: 33 contrasts between
Christ and the
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antichrist; 140 major
Bible characters; 59
titles of Christ; 125
counseling helps from
the Bible; and 5 major
ways God reveals
Himself. Scripture
references accompany all
lists, making the book
not merely fascinating
entertainment, but a
valuable reference tool
for Bible students,
pastors, and teachers.
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Images of the Spirit
Meredith G. Kline
1999-01-05 The
underlying concept
developed here is the
paradigmatic function of
the theophanic Glorycloud in the creation of
the image of God. Dr.
Kline identifies the
major symbolic models
employed in Scripture to
expound the nature of
the divine image in
humanity - the priestly
and the prophetic.
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